I. INTRODUCTION
In the last ten years, many researchers have begun to focus their efforts on learning control systems (LCS's) because this type of control technique is capable of progressively improving system performance. LCS's have strong applications on robot manipulators [1] , [4] . Many researchers have proposed various learning control schemes. An interesting approach among these schemes for the tracking control is the iterative learning control (ILC), which was originally introduced in 1984 by Arimoto et al. [2] . The objective of ILC is to determine a control input iteratively, resulting in the plant's ability to track the given reference signal or the output trajectory over a finite time interval. ILC has been further explored and is now one of the appealing fields of research in control systems [6] , [9] , [10] , [16] - [18] .
The most widely used iterative learning algorithm is the PID-type algorithm because this enables the conventional PID-like system for processing the error. Geng et al. in [6] , however, pointed out that all PID-type ILC techniques inevitably suffer from tight restriction. The understanding of the structure and parameters of the unknown systems cannot be directly increased through the PID-type learning scheme because it is difficult to generalize the obtained results from a particular task to other similar tasks. They then introduced the two-dimensional (2-D) system theory [7] , [8] to the LCS [6] . In fact, one of the major shortcomings experienced in the ILC is the establishment of a suitable mathematical model to clearly describe the dynamics of the control system and the behavior of the learning process [6] , [18] . As there are two independent dynamic processes in the 2-D system, we are able to use one of them to reflect the system dynamics in the time domain and the other to reflect the Manuscript received March 28, 1996; revised September 11, 1996 , March 6, 1997, and November 3, 1997. This paper was recommended by Associate Editor K. Anthony.
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dynamics of the iterative learning. From this viewpoint, the 2-D model definitely offers an excellent mathematical model to describe the entire dynamics involved in an ILC. Because of these advantages, it is not surprising that there has been an increasing effort to work on the versatile 2-D system theory and its applications. As a result, many excellent works have been successfully carried out on applying the ILC technique to linear discrete-time multivariable systems [6] , [9] , [10] . The 2-D model of the LCS used in these papers is an 2-D discrete model because both the system dynamics in the time domain and the dynamics of the iterative learning are all discrete variables. Obviously, further work is required when one needs to extend the ILC technique to continuous control systems.
In this letter, we investigate the ILC problem of continuous-time multivariable linear systems. However, the LCS cannot be represented by the conventional 2-D discrete-time model. One process is required to model the dynamics of the continuous time t, while the other process is required to model the learning iteration k. In this study, we exploited the 2-D continuous-discrete model that is a new class of 2-D system model originally introduced by Kaczorek in 1994 [11] , [12] . We used the 2-D continuous-discrete Roesser's type linear model [12] as the control error system to introduce three ILC rules and their corresponding algorithms. Necessary and sufficient conditions for convergence of our proposed learning rules are also analyzed. Numerical results are included to corroborate the analyzes. Although the second learning rule suggested in [10] for discrete-time systems could drive the control error to zero for the whole reference trajectory after only one learning trail, the computation of the control input u(t; k + 1) requires the system state x(t; k + 1), which is obviously not available. To overcome this shortcoming, an estimated system state was employed [10] . Apparently, the effectiveness and the convergence of the algorithm cannot always be assured. In the final part of this letter, we present a learning algorithm that enables us to obtain a control input to drive the control error to zero for the whole reference output trajectory after only one learning trial. Using our proposed algorithm, the iterative learning system is capable of performing a rapid and accurate output trajectory tracking.
II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
ILC is an approach to improving the transient response performance of systems that operate repetitively over a finite time interval. In this paper, the tracking of a given reference output trajectory is regarded as the specified task. The accuracy is progressively increased by changing the control input iteratively from trial to trial. Let us consider the following continuous-time multivariable linear system:
(1)
where x 2 R n is a state vector, u 2 R m is an input vector, y 2 R p is an output vector, and A; B; C are real matrices of appropriate dimensions that are possibly values estimated. The boundary condition is x(0) = x0.
The ILC problem that we are dealing with is stated as follows: Given system (1), (2) with boundary condition x(0) = x 0 , to find an appropriate control input fu(t); 0 t T g such that the system 1057-7122/98$10.00 © 1998 IEEE output follows the reference trajectory y r (t) 2 R p ; 0 < t T , i.e., sup 0<tT jy(t) 0 yr(t)j < "; 0 < t T (3) where " > 0 is a required tolerance, and yr(0) = Cx0. Because the system matrices are not fully known, we are required to derive an ILC technique. In this letter, the 2-D system theory is used to overcome the above-mentioned problem. However, our system is a continuous-time system in which the LCS cannot be represented by the conventional 2-D discrete-time model. In the development of the learning system, the 2-D continuous-discrete Roesser's type linear model is adopted as the model. The dynamics of the continuous time t and the learning iteration k are separately represented by the 2-D characteristics of the 2-D continuous-discrete Roesser's model.
III. THE 2-D ITERATIVE LEARNING CONTROL SYSTEMS AND CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
In this section, the 2-D representation of the iterative learning process and the learning rule are introduced. The convergence of the learning rule and the convergent condition are investigated. Based on the introduced learning rule, the learning algorithm is derived with the result that a second learning rule and its corresponding algorithm are also derived. Finally, we present a learning algorithm that is capable of driving the control error to zero after only one learning trial.
Suppose that t denotes continuous time and k denotes learning iteration, a general ILC rule is given as u(t; k + 1) = u(t; k) + 1u(t; k) (4) where 1u denotes modification of the control input. The system (1), (2) is usually modeled as @x(t; k) @t =Ax(t; k) + Bu(t; k) (5) y(t; k) =Cx(t; k):
The boundary conditions for the 2-D system (5) and (6) are given as x(0; k) = x 0 for k = 0; 1; 2; 111 and u(t; 0) = u 0 (t) for 0 t T . The initial input function may be arbitrarily chosen. One is used to adopt the zero initial input. Our objective is to introduce a learning rule such that the system tracks a given reference output trajectory. Obviously, it is desirable that the learning rule should be convergent. The convergence is defined in the following. Definition 1: A learning rule (4) is said to be convergent iff for any x0 2 R n and any initial control sequence fu(t; 0)g generate a sequence fu(t; k)g for system (5), (6) , such that y(t; k) ! yr(t); u(t; k) ! u1(t); 0 < t T , for k ! 1.
Now we derive the learning rule. Let e(t; k) =y r (t) 0 y(t; k)
then (0; k) = 0 and
If y r (t) is differentiable, we can obtain the learning rule in the following form:
Therefore, from (9) and (10) (12) which the boundary conditions (0; k) = 0 for k = 0; 1; 2; 111 and e(t; 0) = y r (t) 0 Ce (6) and (7), e(0; k) = yr(0) 0 Cx0 = 0. Thus, we have
Remark: If e(0; k) = yr(0) 0 Cx0 6 = 0, then let e 0 (t; k) = e(t; k)0y r (0)+Cx 0 , and we can obtain a similar (13) . The objective now is to compute an appropriate control input fu(t); 0 t T g, such that je 0 (t)j = je(t) 0 yr(0) + Cx0j < ". This is similar to the considered problem.
To analyze the convergence of the learning, let us denote Then according to [12] , we obtain
where the state transition matrix Tij is defined as follows: Tij = I (the identity matrix);
for i = j = 0 T10Ti01; j + T01Ti; j01; for i 0; j 0(i + j 6 = 0) 0 (the zero matrix); for i < 0 or/and j < 0 (15)
The following theorem can be proved (see Appendix). It is easy to show that a matrix K exists that stabilizes matrix I 0CBK iff matrix CB has full-row rank. Therefore, the following theorem can be formulated.
Theorem 2:
Suppose that the reference trajectory y r (t) is derivable. There exists a convergent ILC rule (17) iff rankCB = rankC.
Moreover, based on the Kronecker-Capelli theorem, if rankCB = rank(CB 0I ), then K = (CB) g , such that I 0CBK = 0 where (CB) g is the generalized inverse matrix of CB. Thus, if matrix CB has full-row rank, the learning rule (17) leads a learning error equal to zero after a finite number of learning trials. On the other hand, since lim k!1 (t; k) e(t; k) = 0 for 0 < t T (see the Appendix), we have lim k!1 @(t; k)=@t = lim k!1 [A(t; k)+BKe(t; k)] = 0. Combining the result with (A3), we can prove K lim k!1 @e(t; k)=@t = 0, for 0 < t T . Namely, lim k!1 1u(t; k) = 0. Hence, based on the learning rule (11), u(t; k) ! u1(t). Note that the conditions of Theorems 1 and 2 do not require the information on the system matrix A integral; an estimate system matrix A is sufficient. Hence, the learning rule (17) is robust with respect to the small perturbations of the system parameters. According to the above results, the following algorithm for the ILC can be proposed.
Algorithm 1:
1) The system matrices A, B, and C, the reference output trajectory y r (t); 0 t T , and the trajectory tolerance " > 0 are given.
2) Let k = 0, u(t) = 0, x(0) = x 0 , and K = (CB) g .
3) Based on system (1), (2), calculate y k (t). 4) If sup 0<tT jyr(t) 0 y k (t)j > ", then calculate u(t) ( u(t) + Kfdy r (t)=dt 0 [@y k (t)=@t]g, else go to step 6). 5) k = k + 1, return to step 3).
6) End.
Based on this algorithm, we are able to obtain a control input u(t); 0 t T to satisfy the system tracking performance. Since the system output y k (t) approaches the desired output yr(t) uniformly in t 2 [0; T ], the tracking error tends to zero when k ! 1. Note that the above ILC rule is similar to that proposed by Arimoto [2] . Here we present necessary and sufficient conditions for convergence of the proposed algorithm. The convergent conditions in [3] are that the input dimension m of the system is identical with the output dimension p, and CB is nonsingular. In our proposed learning rules, the convergent conditions are much less restrictive compared to those in [3] . Obviously, our proposed learning rules can be contributed to wider applications.
To improve the learning efficiency, a modification of this rule is derived in the following. Assuming the following rule for ILC:
the control error system (13) Obviously, the learning rule (20) can drive the control error to zero for the whole reference output trajectory after only one learning trial. However, x(t; k+1) is not available. In practice, x(t; k+1)0x(t; k) may be replaced by x(t; k) 0 x(t; k 0 1). Based on the learning rule (20), we propose the following algorithm applying to the ILC problem.
Algorithm 2:
2) Let k = 0, u(t) = 0, x(0) = x0, and calculate the learning rule matrices K 3 2 = (CB) g ; K 3 1 = (CB) g CA. 3) Based on system (1) and (2), calculate x k (t); y k (t). 4) If sup 0<tT jyr(t) 0 y k (t)j > ", then calculate u(t) (
else go to step 6).
5) k = k + 1, return to step 3).
6) End.
In Algorithm 2, because x(t; k + 1) 0 x(t; k) is an estimate, the effectiveness and the convergence of the algorithm cannot be assured. The algorithm in [10] also suffers from similar shortcomings. In view of this reason, we further explore the learning rule (20). If the system matrices of system (1) are known, then from (5) and (20) 
to the system _x(t) = (A 0 BK 3 1 )x(t) + Bu 3 (t) y(t) = Cx(t) (23) which is the system (1) with a state feedback. Thus, the output of the closed-loop system is identical with the reference output, namely, y(t) = y r (t); 0 t T: The results can also be directly verified by the response formula of the continuous-time linear system. Since 0CA + CBK 3 1 = 0, it follows that
From (23) and (25)
holds. Because both system (1), (2) , and (23) have the same boundary conditions, x(0) =x(0) = x 0 , x(t) 0x(t) = 0 for 0 t T . Thus de(t)=dt = 0, for 0 t T . Based on yr (0) = C x0, we have e(t) = 0 for 0 t T . This completes the proof.
Note thatx(t) is different from the reconstructed system state in Algorithm 1 of [10] , where a reconstructed system state was used to replace the nonavailable system state. In the view of this paper, the reconstructed system state in [10] is in fact the state of _ x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu 3 (t), whilex(t) is the state of _ x(t) = (A 0 BK 3 1 )x(t) + Bu 3 (t). According to Theorem 4, we propose the following algorithm.
Algorithm 3: 1) Given the system matrices A, B, and C , the reference output trajectory y r (t); 0 t T , any initial input sequences u(t); 0 t T , and the initial state of system x(0) = x0.
2) Calculate the learning rule matrices K 3
3) Measure x(t); y(t).
4) Calculate u 3 (t) by (22), and apply u 3 (t) to system (23) and measurex(t). 5) Apply control u 3 (t) 0 K 3 1x (t) to system. Clearly, the learning algorithm is effective in the sense that the control input sequence can be computed to drive the output tracking error to zero after only one iteration. Therefore, we can conclude that the proposed learning algorithm is capable of dealing with the problem of learning control. In addition, the initial value of the input sequences u0(t) can be arbitrary selected. This enables the input u(t) to be replaced by u 0 (t) when the system parameters are under small perturbations and/or modification of the reference output trajectory is required. As a result, the iterative learning algorithm is capable of providing a rapid system response.
IV. EXAMPLES
In this section, the derived ILC rules are validated by applying to three examples. All simulations were performed by using MATLAB for Windows. The ILC rule in (17) was used and K = 20. As mentioned above, an estimate of the system matrix A is sufficient for this application, but the condition of rank C B = rank C should be satisfied. Fig. 1 shows the tracking performance at different time steps and iterations. From Fig. 1 , it can be noticed that the convergence rate is high and the output is capable of approaching the desired trajectory accurately within few iterations. The tracking error at the third iteration is small. At the fourth iteration, which is not depicted in Fig. 1 , the tracking error sup 0t<1 jy r (t) 0 y k (t)j < 1:2 2 10 03 is negligible. Fig. 2 shows a similar tracking performance delivered by Algorithm 2. It can be noticed that the rate of convergence of Algorithm 2 is lower than that of Algorithm 1. It takes few more iterations to track the reference output. Compared to Algorithm 1, the system output at different iterations is relatively oscillatory around the reference output.
Example 2: In this example, we considered a continuous-time system that satisfies the condition that matrix C B has a full-row rank that is slow. In terms of computational requirement, Algorithm 2 is more computationally complex than Algorithm 1. Applying Algorithm 3, the total square error is 1:2671 2 10 014 after nine iterations. Fig. 4 shows the result on the tracking errors from the first iteration to the ninth iteration. The example illustrates that the proposed algorithms are robust with respect to perturbations of system parameters and the tracking error is very small after few iterations.
V. CONCLUSION
One of the major shortcomings experienced in ILC control is the establishment of a suitable mathematical model to describe the dynamics of the control system and the behavior of the learning process simultaneously. In this letter, we successfully demonstrated that a 2-D system model is a suitable mathematical model for discrete-time and continuous-time ILC problems. As there are two independent dynamics in the 2-D system, we are able to use one of them to reflect the system dynamics in the time domain and the other to reflect the dynamics of the iterative control systems. Based on the 2-D continuous-discrete Roesser's linear model, we have successfully extended the 2-D system from a discrete type ILC into a continuoustime system by means of expressing the control error system as a new 2-D system model that is the so-called 2-D continuous-discrete model. We have also introduced three ILC rules for multivariable linear systems and their corresponding algorithms. The analyses on the convergence properties of these ILC rules were discussed. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the convergence of the learning rules were given. Theorem 4, together with Algorithm 3, are the major results of this letter, which enable the proposed iterative learning method to drive the output error to zero after only one trial. The theoretical analyzes, together with the simulation results, indicate that the proposed algorithms are effective and robust. 
For any given t, 0 < t T , based on (A1) we have 
for any given t; 0 < t T . Combining (A5) and (A8), we obtain lim k!1 8(t; k) = 0, for 0 < t T . The proof of the theorem is completed.
